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Question
Option does not include security issues; what
about repurposing space?

What is the future of the media centers?

What about Osseo Area Learning Center (OALC)?

How will space being considered for cafeteria
expansion (i.e. wrestling room at PCSH) be
recaptured?
How do you address short-term stress until a
long-term solution is implemented?

Is a boundary change an option to address
secondary over-capacity concerns?
Is this a long-term solution?

Answer
The district is analyzing security and safety facility needs across the
district; the outcome of that analysis could require repurposing of
existing space that may impact capacity. As decisions are made
through the Integrated Facilities process, capacities will be updated.
ECMAC will continue to monitor enrollment/capacity pressures and
make observations and recommendations, accordingly.
The district is analyzing secondary next generation learning spaces
needs. Part of this effort will be to determine how media centers
can be used to support personalized learning. The district’s facilities
team will work in coordination with architects and our teaching and
learning experts to ensure we have media center capacity per MDE
guidelines and to meet programmatic needs for next generation
learning.
Currently, there are no capacity concerns at OALC but the
Integrated Facilities Planning process may identify other needs
(next generation learning spaces, safety/security, etc.)
The district facilities team, including our architects, will work closely
with each school to understand their needs and to provide
necessary space. This may include moving programs to other spaces
in the building or may include additions to create that space.
District administration will continue to work with each senior high
and will provide the necessary support, including staff, storage, and
flexible resources to ensure each site can continue to operate at a
high level until the longer-term solution is implemented.
Based on the current data, a boundary change alone would not
create enough space in our senior high buildings to address
classroom/instructional and core space needs.
This option addresses over-capacity conditions at our secondary
sites based on current enrollment projections. The district will
continue to monitor how future enrollment growth in the NW
Maple Grove area may affect capacity pressures. Currently, the
projected growth area is situated in the Osseo Middle School and
Maple Grove Senior High attendance areas. When this growth
occurs, future analysis and option development will need to occur
to ensure balanced enrollment/capacity. Future options may
include building additions, boundary changes, program relocation, a
new school or a combination thereof.
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